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CHAPTER
To

III.

construct an Arch of Equilibrium , having a straight
horizontal Boundary Line , with any Curve for the
Intrados , and any required Depth of Voussoir.

IjET the required arch be ACB ( Fig. 13.), and let the
proposed curve for the intrados be a semi-ellipsis . Now
let it be conceived that the whole body of masonry
AKIJMBCA is composed of an infinite number of in¬
definitely thin vertical parallelograms GE , &c. And let
the curve line IIECPN be composed of an infinite
number of short struts supported upon the immoveable
points H and N , agreeably to what was described in
the preceding article : it is required to determine the
form of the curve HECPN , so that by the weight or
pressure of the thin vertical parallelograms , the infinitely
short struts may pass uniformly against each other and
the whole be in perfect equilibrium.
Now put AO = t, CO = c, and DC = a. And let x
be = CF = the abscissa of the curve of direction of the
forces FIEflC ; v = CF = the abscissa of the elliptic
curve of the intrados AECPB ; ?/= EF = their mutual
ordinates : and s = LH = the distance of the point H,
where the curve of direction intersects the vertical line
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AK , from the horizontal line LC drawn through the
vertex of the intrados.
Now it has already been shown that the depth GE
of any parallelogram pressing upon any point E of a
curve HEC , resting in equilibrium, must be equal to

*£=yi£ xQ.

But it is plain that GE is also equal to DC -j- CF=
a -\- v, that is, equal to the depth of the voussoir at the
crown added to the abscissa of the intrados . And the

value of v in terms of its ordinate is c± y */ t*— y*.
Therefore
d,

x Qz= a + v= a + c±

And putting y constant and equal unity , and a + c=
we shall have
xQ —d — ± —

y*- by squaring of which

x 2C&—<
2dxQ,+ d2-c 2+ /

?2==0 ;
C2

and putting p = d2—c2=a s+2 «c ; and </= — ; we ob¬
tain

i?8Q2—2</i?Q + p + qy2=
0 .
(No . 1.)
Assume Q .r to be equal Ays-\- By *+ Cy6-(- Dy8+
Ey ° -}- &c. ; then by taking the first and second fluxions
of this, squaring, and comparing it with the equation
No . 1, we shall thereby obtain the values of the assumed
coefficients A, B, C &c. viz. A =
B= — C =
2
24<2

24uF’D == 896A &C-> from wh‘cl) vve
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But when the ordinate y becomes equal AO = t, then
, becomes equal
x, the abscissa of the curve of direction
to LH = 5 : therefore by substituting those values in the
last equation , we shall obtain
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, we shall have
+ y8 +
4481s

111521 8

-&c.

Therefore if different values be successively taken for
be had , and
y, the corresponding values of x will readily
the form of the curve HE « C will thereby be easily de¬
termined.
Thus if we suppose the semi-elliptic arch ACB to be
120 feet span and 40 feet high to the crown, and the
depth of the masonry at the crown 6 feet ; that is, f= 60,
c= 40 , a= 6; then n= a -\- ‘0956c — 9 ’S26. And as¬
suming the value of s— LH = 29 ‘5,58. Then if y be
successively taken equal 2, 4, 6, 8 , 10, &c., we shall
thereby obtain the corresponding values of the abscissa
x, as given in the first and second columns of the fol¬
lowing table:
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TABLE
Of the Values of y , x and
Value of the
Ordinate

y-

Corresponding
Value of the
Abscissa
X.

2

•020

4

•080

6

v,

I.

for an Arch of Equilibrium.
Corresponding
Value of the
Abscissa
V.

Difference
of
x and v.

•022

002

-089

•009

•181

•201

•020

8

•324

•357

•033

10

•509

•559

•050

15

1-167

1-270

•103

20

2-030

2-287

•257

30

5-155

5-359

•204

40

10T 03

10-185

•082

46 -65

14‘844

14-844

•ooo

50

17-793

17-889

095

60

29 -558

40 -000

10-442

-

By the aid of this table of the corresponding values

of x and y, so many different points may be ascer¬
tained of the curve of direction HEC , and by that
means the curve itself can be described with consider¬
able accuracy.
The third column contains the values of

v,

the ab-
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of the elliptic curve of the intrados corresponding
to the same values of the mutual ordinate y: by which
means it will be easy to compare the two curves. The
fourth column contains the differences of the values of
x and v : or the vertical distance between the two curves
scissce

at any particular point.
If we examine the above table attentively , we shall
observe that the corresponding values of x and v, the ab¬
scissae of the curve of direction and of the curve of the in¬
trados , differ very little until we approach towards the ver¬
tical line AK ; it is plain therefore that the two curves
very nearly coincide all the way from the centre C, to a
considerable distance beyond the point E , as to b : but
beyond the point b the two curves separate very fast,
as the ellipse is then approaching to its point of greatest
curvature , while the curve of direction is at the same time
degenerating into almost a straight line : it is therefore
in this part , viz. between the points a and H , that all
arches made after the common method are so singularly
defective.
And this clearly explains the reason why arches
formed in the common way of flat, circular, or elliptical
segments , approach so nearly to arches of equilibration,
and wThy they are so much stronger (provided the abut¬
ments be adequate ) than arches formed of semi-circle9
or semi-ellipses.
Of

the Value of the Quantity s.

. In the preceding description of the method of de-
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scribing an arch of equilibrium, the reader will have ob¬
served, that in order to ascertain the nature of the curve
of direction HEC (Fig. 13.) it was necessary to assume
some determinate value for ,s = LH : but it must not
therefore be concluded that this value can be assumed
arbitrarily ; on the contrary , it is a matter of very great
importance , that a strictly correct value be given to this
quantity . The value of s should be so taken , that LH
may be as great as possible, but with the proviso, that
the curve of direction HEC shall no where pass below
or intersect the elliptic curve AEC.
For it is to be observed, that the lower the point H
can be placed, so much the less will be the lateral
pressure or thrust of the arch : but at the same time, if
the line of direction crosses or passes any w'here below
the elliptic curve, it evidently must produce weakness in
that part of the arch, and thus defeat the primary ob¬
ject of an arch of equilibrium . The value of s must
therefore be such, that the two curves will coincide
with, and touch, each other , in as many parts as practi¬
cable.
Now the ascertaining of this precise value of s might
be very readily accomplished , provided the curve of di¬
rection were a regular curve, similar to the hyperbola,
ellipsis, &c., that is, if its radii of curvature , commencing
at the vertex, uniformly increased or decreased in pro¬
ceeding towards the springing : for, suppose that the radii
of curvature continually increased ; then, by assuming
the two curves (i. e. the curve of direction and the
D
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ellipse) to coincide for an indefinitely small distance on
each side of the vertex C, an equation would emerge
from which the required value of s could be readily de¬
termined.
But it will be found that the nature of the curve
H E C is not of the foregoing description ; for the
point of greatest curvature is neither at the vertex C,
nor at the springings A and B, but at the points n and
n, near E &c., in which respect this curve approaches
very near in form to the curve of equilibrium described
in the third case of Dr . Hutton ’s theorem : it is there¬
fore quite plain that the value of s is not to be deter¬
mined by the method here suggested.
It will consequently be required , in order to have
a clearer insight into the nature of this curve of direc¬
tion HEC , to ascertain in the first place its radii of
curvature for different points.
Of the Radii of Curvature of the Curve HEC.
The radius of curvature of all curves whose ordinates
are applied to a straight line, is known to be R =
°

rr

^
yx — xy

And if y be put constant and equal unity, this expres¬
But according to the equa¬

sion will be R =

tion No . 1, in this chapter , we have Q x — d -.
d±
±y

„jt *— ys,

or

oc= z

Q

Substituting
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this value of x therefore , our expression for the radius
will be
A

Q

Qx J+ x‘]2_

X 1+ i 2!2(
No .2.)
d± 7 ^

-3

But it has already been shown, that
l
ar
W
cr 4.r=
+ 240i4 + 89616
:Q X 2 +
' 2ii04< 9 +

& C.

And if the fluxion of this be squared , it will produce
Qi X
And putting

c*

u=
_

+
Set* ~

'

9a + 5c *^
180tf4

, &r
'

a-

U
3cF’

9af- -5c

y==1¥Ort r ’
v _
~

15a + 7c
840rt6

&c.

&c.

we shall obtain

x af +&/4+y.v“+V +ey10
+&c.
4]t #♦

But Q is found to be = 77
= -7- 7-.
£—
s ti, and Q ®
Therefore our equation will then become
*2= 777 - X ay2++

y/ +5j/ 6+sj/ '°+ &c.

which value of x* being substituted in the preceding
equation , No . 2, it will at length come out,
D2

■N-
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n t*
2s

R=

4c2s*
+ &c'1*
,+fiy'+ yy <>+h <>
X H—~Xay'
fPV

y
d± ~r s/t 1—

or,
R=

4c7ss.
-

t (t tt

/ “ '■'■ "

_
_
x ~- 9++
o «>

$y“+ yy‘i +ty ’+ &c /j

Now if j/ be put = 0, which is at the vertex, then shall
we have the radius of curvature of that point of the curve
of direction : viz.
R=

n t*

n t*
2s

?L = 99 -73.
= jLL = 1TLas
d —c

d ±- T- s / **- 0

And the radius of curvature of the ellipse at the same
point , is R = — = 90.
Again, substituting 60 (= t) for y, we shall then have
the radius of curvature of the point H , or the springing
of the curve of direction ; which is
R=

iilil v
nH' d

^ ^ + af i + /3i *+

r<

c. ^ + &
f!+

that is, R = 70 -563.
And the radius of curvature at the corresponding point
of the ellipse is R = 26 -666.
Rut if we put y — 42 -5, then the radius of curvature
of that point of the curve answering to this value of y,
will be R = : 49 '548 , which is much less than the radius
at the vertex or the springings, and is the smallest radius,
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nearly , to be found in the whole curve . And the radius
of curvature of the ellipse answering to the same value of

y, is 11= 55-129.
From the foregoing, therefore , it plainly appears , that
the nature of the curve is exactly as it has already been
described ; for the point of greatest curvature is at n, n.
But this peculiarity in the curve of direction , it is to be
noted, would not have been of so much consequence,
provided its quantity of flexure bad been no where greater
than in the corresponding points of the ellipse : but from
what is shown above, this appears not to be the case ; for
it seems that at the point where the radius of the curve of
direction is only 49 "548 , the radius of the ellipse at the
corresponding point is equal 55 ‘129 : it is therefore ma¬
nifest that the curvature of the former increases much
faster than that of the latter ; and consequently , if the
two curves had been assumed to coincide near the ver¬
tex, it is plain that the curve of direction would quickly
have passed far below the curve of the intrados ; which
is exactly contrary to what is required.
Having premised thus much as to the peculiar proper¬
ties of the curve of direction HEC , we have now to re¬
sume our more immediate object of determining the
right value of s, or HL.
From what has been stated , it is clear that if the value
of s be rightly assumed, the curve of direction will just
touch the ellipse at the vertex, and also at some other
point on each side, as at E ; but without falling in any
part below or cutting it. And it is also plain, that the
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values of x and v, the abscissae of the two curves, must
in that particular case be equal to each other , as well as
their constantly mutual ordinates : that is, CF , the ab¬
scissa of the curve of direction , will be equal CF , the
abscissa of the ellipse.
But it is to be observed that , as s is a variable quan¬
tity, this equality of the abscissas may take place at any
other point of the curves as well as at E , namely
whenever the two curves are made to intersect each
other , just the same as if they merely touched.
Now if the point II , in the perpendicular line AK,
be depressed so that the two curves may intersect each
other near the vertex C, and then elevated in order that
the intersection may successively take place in all the
intermediate points between C and E ; and be again de¬
pressed so that the intersection may occur in the succes¬
sive points from E to A ; it is certain that when the tw'o
curves just touch each other at E , the point H will then
be at its greatest elevation ; that is, the quantity LH will
then have its minimumof value : consequently as s neither
increases nor decreases, in that particular case, its fluxion
must then be = 0. And hence we have a ready method
of determining the values of y and s, in the required
circumstances.
For in that case, agreeably to what has been already
shown, the abscissae v and a’ will be equal ; therefore sub¬
stituting their known values in terms of y, we shall have,
C

c — t

--

sc

ay

=T n x -£i

y_ +
+ 12y4<4 120
*<

&c.
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From which we obtain
—y'

] — VP

yrj

y

t3

‘
12i4 ' 120t6 448

n A ctl

&C.

Bat we have already remarked that the fluxion of s
will be = 0 in the proposed case ; therefore we have
yy

a/ 1y‘ —1
- v — v —4- 1ct ^ \ 2t ^
«

>
V20t*,+

&c.- l - V^ , Z i X -■n/ X ^/» ? + pfl/ 4 +I ^on

y' . y"

i

ct? " r 12 ii "r 120 (6

n ^

B+1
*6

+ &C.I

Now reject the denominator and divide by -J- and
we shall then have
1

ay *

y* y

Divide both sides by
multiply by

2a

_

6

2a
c

'

*

yl y

„

~ —I — —— I- & c . and
t120
T■ w 1* T
3 ji

which will produce
ay* I

/• f

y“

,

_

.

~
12 f» ~I~ 120 f4 448

P ^'

_ *!_<6^
. _*! 44 . 56
jit.-■ i ' JL
3<2 i^20i

r

&c

Let the latter part of this equation be assumed equal
c & . Then if this value
C y6f- - Dj/ 8+
to Aysf- - By4+
of the latter part of
denominator
the
into
multiplied
be
the said equation, and compared with the numerator , we
shall thereby obtain the values of the assumed co-effici*
ents as follows, viz.

&c.
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A= B=

24

’

at?

p

c =Sf>

ut

560 cf — 7 ac + ‘295 a*
(_
’
g ~~ 3360

cg

D-

5 c —6a
360

/=

Van* ’

_ 1521 acf +45a 9c- 210 a\
IOOSOcjt
60480

ch

E = ' 2 a'f8’

&c.

&c.

&C.

&C.

Therefore we shall have
—t

t Vt >- y'l —f —y

24 a/8 2"+

<—y — t 2

24

a-t4 2

a’<82 '~ aH*

cff

cSf o ,

|

c^4

3»*

—

.i / -

or ^

jy *_ . g// _ eg'f , c%’°

2

2

at*

a“i42

o.

c-

a3*8

Now let this equation be squared , and it will give
'

- -'

*»—tY = t*—t*y *—

*4- <V - T^ ? Xy1+ a*?
+^ 3
+ 4-3

af *

"r °
aI
V* 3'"
l
X^(i+
+ T2 o’ 3<*
"i2' f| X^.
/

576J

Put

1
T’

A = 12a

JW =

£-

a
V—a
&C.

’

24^

1 a~

+

c
576’

2

, _g_
'

2 24

t”

2

_

sL ■
’

24

4 ’

&C.

By which means our equation will become

24.

&c.
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+ &c.
And by transposing , and dividing by
.a _

Ic

“

"-•f i

lat 1

'

_

IcPt*

Now put <p

;

yy
la 3ts

la' t* ’ y

<P— y2 — « y*3-|- / y6 — y ysc.+ &
And by reverting the series we obtain
J/* = 0 + * 0 * + 2^ rj§ X <p3+ 5a + r -s7 ^ X0 4+ &c.

ory—*J p
<+ «£2+ &hs xp3+5 ^+r-5 ajs x <p*
+&
c.
Now if the several values of our assumed co-efficients
<P, a , (2, y , 8cc.—k, l, m, p , q, 8cc. —f , g , h, i,c& . be re¬
stored ; and putting t = 60, c= 40 , and a = 6, as before;
then will the value of y come out
y 46
=
*65.
Again, if w'e resume our original equation of

-}- &C.

1202s
and substituting the above value for
shall have

y,

viz 46 ’65, we

•371118

=29 '.558.

0^ 26 * '090676 + 030452 + 001841 + &c.

It therefore appears that the true value of $or
( LH ),
to answer the conditions of the problem, must be 29'558,
and no other : and this is the value which has already
been assumed for s in the preceding calculations . For
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the el¬
the curve of direction HEC will then just touch
except
lipse at the points E and F, and no where else,
to be
at the vertex C, agreeably to what was required
touch
done . And the point E, when the two curves
the va¬
each other , falls on that part of the curve where
no other,
lue oiy is equal 4G'G5 : and at that point , and
two curves
except at the vertex , will the absciss* of the
by in¬
.r and v be equal to each other , as will appear
specting Table I . page 31 .— Q .E .I.
and ma¬
Having thus far treated amply of the nature
HEC , it
thematical properties of the curve of direction
in the
will now be proper to point out its great utility
forming of arches of equilibrium.
curve
For this purpose , let it be conceived that the
up of short
IIEaC (which we have supposed was made
of small
struts ) is really formed of an infinite number
showm,
voussoirs ; it is plain , from what has already been
that they would constitute an arch of perfect equilibrium.
voussoirs
But as it is necessary that the depth of the
be equal
should be some determinate quantity , let it
II .) : and
CP ( = 4 feet) at the crown ( see Fig. 14. Plate
in¬
let the depth in the direction of the joints continually
the
joints of
crease towards the springing H / ; then if the
at right an¬
voussoirs tin ; n, n ; &c. be every where cut
the same
gles with the curve of direction , or, what is
of cur¬
thing , if they be made to coincide with the radii
a
vature , then will the arch HEaCP «yi constitute
; for
true arch of equilibrium , according to the definition
one of the
all the forces of the arch pass through every
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voussoirs in the same relative situation , and all the lines
of pressure cut the joints exactly at right angles.
But it is to be observed, that some provision must be
made for connecting the appendant mass of masonry,
under the curve of direction at EaC, as also the gusset
AIIE , because the equilibration of the arch, as here
formed, depends as much on the action of their weight as
upon any part of the load of masonry above the extrados. Now to accomplish this, the best method is to
connect these parts with the voussoirs themselves by con¬
tinuing the joints down as far as the curve of the intrados,
as is done in the opposite half arch CRN.
Thus have we clearly shown a method of forming an
arch of equilibrium agreeably to the proposed condi¬
tions ; for the intrados is a curve of the most beautiful
form : the boundary -line is straight and horizontal ; and
the depth of the voussoirs is a determinate quantity;
which are advantages of primary importance in the con¬
struction of a bridge.
It will at once appear , that the great distinction be¬
tween the arch above described, and all others , is the
mode of forming the joints of the voussoirs : in the
common method it is usual to cut the joints at right an¬
gles with the curve of the intrados , without paying any
attention whatever to the true line of pressure or curve
of direction ; but, in the present instance , the mode
adopted is quite the reverse of that plan, for here the
joints are cut simply at right angles with the curve of
direction. And in that respect this arch differs from all
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arches of equilibrium that have hitherto been proposed :
the latter have always been constructed with a view to the
same object of cutting the voussoirs at right angles vvith
the curve of the intrados . For if we examine the three
cases of Dr . Hutton ’s Theorem , as well as the arches of
equilibrium proposed by other writers, it will be seen
that it has invariably been considered essential to make
the curve of direction coincide with the intrados , no
doubt from the mistaken idea that the latter ought in all
cases to determine the mode of cutting the voussoirs,—
a circumstance which easily explains the reason why
such arches of equilibrium have constantly failed of en¬
gaging the attention of the practical bridge-builder, because
of the absolute impossibility of making the curve of direc¬
tion coincide with any curve of known beautiful form.
Before quitting this part of the subject , it may be im¬
portant to inquire what would be the effect of deviating,
in the manner here proposed , from the usual mode of
cutting the voussoirs, as regards the architectural beauty
of the arch . In reply to this it should be observed,
that between the points C and E, the two curves ap¬
proach so near to a coincidence, that whether the vous¬
soirs be cut with reference to the intrados or to the curve
of direction , it is quite immaterial as relates to the ap¬
pearance ; for it would be utterly impossible to discover
any difference by the eye : the only part of the arch
where the alteration would be apparent , w'ould be towards
the springing from E to H, in which part the change
would bq strikingly manifest.
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But that this method of cutting the voussoirs would be
productive, even in that part of the arch , of an unplea¬
sant or deformed appearance , is what I think few per¬
sons would be disposed to contend : it is true that our
ideas of beauty, as regards an arch , may be pretty
strongly associated with the common method of forming
the joints of the voussoirs ; therefore, without some ur¬
gent necessity, the judicious architect might be disposed
to withhold his sanction from any change, however tri¬
vial. But as the change here required is imperatively
called for to obviate the necessity of a much greater sacri¬
fice, viz. to supersede the adoption of a barbarous curve
for the intrados , to prevent an irregular unsuitable line
for the roadway , and to save a wasteful employment of
materials, it is to be presumed that the most fastidious
architectural critic, under such circumstances , would not
feel inclined to quarrel with its adoption.
But whatever may be declared its fate as regards the
beauty of the arch, it should be constantly kept in mind
that we have to make choice of the least among several
evils : unless w’e are disposed to give up altogether the
important advantages of the arch of equilibrium, we
must be content either to admit one of the great defects
already pointed out, or allow this trifling change in the
voussoirs : for to calculate upon the forming of a magni¬
ficent arch of equilibrium upon economical principles,
with a fine curve for the intrados , a straight horizontal
line for the roadway, and to retain the old method of
cutting the voussoirs, would be delusive ; the thing ap-
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pears to be quite impossible : and the attempt to accom¬
plish such an object would be worse than any phantom
that has ever tormented the brain of a perpetual motion
hunter.
While adverting to the method of cutting the voussoirs
of an arch, I cannot omit this opportunity of mentioning
a monstrous plan, which is sometimes adopted in the
forming of rather considerable arches of semi-ellipses and
segments of circles, which is the cutting of the voussoirs
in such a manner that the joints may all radiate to a com¬
mon centre O, as in the arch ACB (Fig. 96 . Plate IV .)
Whatever may be the defects of the common method , this
it must be allowed is a hundred -fold worse ; it appears
to be introduced in utter defiance of all notions of
strength and propriety.

